
June 2, 2016 -  Beautiful St. Petersburg, Florida and a Graduation Lunch date 

It is always enjoyable to be able to be able to make a special event some distance away by using a private aircraft, when it would be a 
much more demanding trip with a car.  While the direct line distance between West Palm Beach and St. Petersburg, FL. is only about 
175 miles, the drive time will take about 4 1/2 hours each way.  When I was invited to attend a lunch for my Hilton Head neighbor's 
grand-daughter, who had just graduated with honors, from the St. Petersburg High School, I decided to make the hour and a half flight 
over knowing that I would easily be able to return home later that same day.  The airport which I would be flying into, was located deep 
inside the Class "B" airspace that surrounds Tampa International, and would require positive control within some very busy airspace.  In 
fact there are over a dozen and a half airports of varying  size and complexity within the 60 mile diameter "circle" that encompasses this 
Class "Bravo" control zone.  In the distant past I would routinely encounter controlled airspace as I traveled with my single and later, 
twin engine, Piper Comanches, landing at such busy fields as Chicago Midway, JFK in New York, Dallas-Ft. Worth and Houston, in 
Texas, as well as Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, and Orlando, here in Florida.  However it had been well over 20 years since those days of 

heavy duty instrument flying and I was concerned that I might not have the same cognitive ability to quickly and efficiently comply with 
air traffic control directives and hand offs.  However I was willing to give it a go.  Once with an office in Dunedin, Florida, just a short hop 
from Tampa International, I had done a lot of flying around this busy west coast hub, but never into Albert Whitted, which is a city-
owned public-use airport located just to the southeast of downtown St. Petersburg .  St. Petersburg is recognized as the birthplace of 
scheduled commercial airline flight. On January 1, 1914, a Benoist XIV flying boat from the company, St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat 
Line, took off from the central yacht basin of the downtown waterfront, on the first scheduled commercial aircraft flight in history.  This 
was, paradoxically, to be my first flight into this historic general aviation airport, as well. 

It was a beautiful early summer day with white puffy clouds as I took 
off at 10 AM from my base at the Indiantown airport and headed 
almost due west, climbing up to 6,500 to top those cumulous clouds 
and to take advantage of a light tailwind.  I began monitoring the 
Tampa Approach frequency while still some 50 miles out, so as to 
be able to adapt to the cadence and rhythm of the controller as he 
issued his commands to the traffic that he was handling.  When I 
arrived at the 30 nautical mile outer ring which begins the controlled 
airspace, I was beginning to get used to the reactions that he was 
expecting from the pilots that he was commanding... many of them 
commercial airline aircraft.  However when he heard that I was 
flying a Light Sport Airplane (max allowed speed of 135 MPH) he 
seemed to soften his tone and gave me a heading that would take 
me directly to Albert Whitted (SPG), and shortly had turned me over 
to their tower frequency. With winds blowing, lightly, directly down 
runway 18, my landing was good and I turned off at the mid-field 
taxiway for the FBO, SheltAir, where I was to be met by my Hilton 
Head neighbor and a longtime friend, Barbara Bohen, along with 
her daughter Leonora and the 18 year old graduate, Lauren.   

My arrival to the downwind at Albert Whitted runway 18 

with the beautiful St. Pete skyline and marina just adjacent 



Close up view of runway, tower, marina and downtown St. Pete.   Barbara Boehn and I in front of my Highlander at the FBO's 

Lunch at the Moon under Water British Colonial Tavern, in downtown St. Petersburg, Florida with The Graduate and her family 



After lunch Barbara and I spent 
an hour or so catching up, as I 
last saw her when Miriam and I 
visited Hilton Head in early April. 
Barbara lives up in Champaign, 
IL and is a professor at the 
University of Illinois campus 
located at Urbana, the next town 
over.  However she spends her 
winters in South Carolina and we 
get to see her several times each 
year when we travel to Hilton 
Head for a break from the heat 
and humidity of South Florida.  I 
sometimes also get a chance to 
visit her at her northern home 
when I attend an Illinois based 
VWCA convention every other 
year or so.  I will have this 
opportunity, again, next month as 
this year the convention will be 
held in Rockford, IL. just 20 miles 
or so west of Chicago.  Barbara 
is also a forensic archaeologist 

who spent many years uncovering burial sites of ancient Greek kings, and who has published several academic books on the subject.  
Since we were walking through one of the many parks that dot the waterfront area and came across several Greek type sculptures, I 
thought that a picture of us in front one of them would be appropriate.   On our mile long walk back to the airport we went by the Marina, 
seen in the overview photo on the first page, where we posed for another photo in front of the boats.   

I found, from the delightful car tour that Leonora provided us, St. Petersburg to be a very charming and tourist friendly little city with a lot 
of places of interest which could easily be explored on foot or by the downtown loop trolley that the city provides.  There is a brand new 
(2011) Salvador Dali Art Museum right next door to the airport.  The St. Petersburg Museum of History is about a 20 minute walk and 
includes an exhibit around that first commercial airline flight along with a full-size working replica of the Airboat.  There is also the 
famous Sunken Gardens, a short trolley ride away which was built over 100 years ago and is home to some of the oldest tropical plants 
in the region, located on its 5 acre setting.  Unfortunately one of its major attractions, The Pier, which included an inverted pyramid 
building that housed an aquarium, shops and restaurants, was closed in 2013. Plans to reconstruct a brand new landmark were 
thwarted, however, when the voters rejected the design and it still remains closed.  In addition to the many attractions, there are a 
myriad of restaurants located within the downtown area, many associated with 1920's era hotels and buildings, including the historic 
Ponce de Leon and The Birchwood, originally constructed in 1924 as the Lantern Lane Apartments.  This Spanish Mission-style 
building, listed in the National Registry of Historic Places, was beautifully renovated into an 18 room hotel with a charming Canopy 
Rooftop Lounge which overlooks the city.  All in all I would say that Saint Petersburg is certainly a Florida destination city that I will be 
returning to, in order to explore further.  But now, it was time for me to head back home, and by a little past 4 PM I was in the airplane 
and heading east.  The return flight was a bit slower due to light headwinds but I was back on the ground with more than two hours to 
go until sunset after a wonderful day of flying, eating, visiting and sightseeing in St. Petersburg.   

This is a pilot's view of my instrument panel 
and out the windscreen on my  return flight. 
The "glass cockpit"display makes navigation 
easy and informative. 

On my approach to the Indiantown Airport I 
encountered a rainbow, which indicated, to 
me, that today's flight to St. Petersburg was 
like finding a pot  of gold. 




